EVEN B E T T E R TOG E THE R

Wandera + MobileIron
MobileIron has become the preferred technology choice of IT teams everywhere when
it comes to centrally managing device feets at large organizations. More recently,
Wandera has also emerged as the leading way for these organizations to protect their
mobile estates at a data level, and to power their Data Management programs.
Wandera and MobileIron are solutions to diferent mobility challenges, and can each be used to
securely manage device feets, with MobileIron operating on the device and through the application
infrastructure, and Wandera through its leading web gateway for mobile architecture.

Functionality overview
MobileIron | Device Level

Wandera | Data Level

CONSOLE-BASED FLEET MANAGEMENT

WEB GATEWAY FOR MOBILE

Password enforcement

Mobile threat defense

Remote wiping

Malware prevention

Asset and inventory information

Real-time threat blocks

Device configurations

Content filtering

Containerization

Policy enforcement

Deploy and configure mobile apps

Expense management

App security

Mobile data analytics

Better together
Wandera has been designed to work in tandem with MobileIron, integrating the strengths of multi-level visibility with a sophisticated array of tools
to control and adjust devices.
With the combined power of both technologies, new insights on the security and status of every device can be surfaced at the device, application
or data level. These insights can then be responded to using the functionality of either platform.
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USER CASE

Insights gathered by Wandera are
responded to by action in MobileIron
WANDERA DETECTS

Hacker is attempting a man-in-the-middle attack.
MOBILEIRON ACTION

Quarantine compromised devices, block network
access or selectively wipe corporate data.

USER CASE

Information gathered by MobileIron informs
new policy in Wandera
MOBILEIRON DETECTS

Rogue profile configuration.
WANDERA ACTION

Alerts admins and end users. Blocks relevant traffic
across both app and browser.

WANDERA
GATEWAY

Billions of data points gathered from
app, gateway and MobileIron

REALTIME
INTELLIGENCE ENGINE

WANDERA
APP
WANDERA
ADMIN PORTAL

Seamless deployment

Felexible response and control

Seamless deployment
Customers of MobileIron can effortlessly deploy Wandera across any number of enterprise mobile devices directly from the MobileIron console.
For fleets made up of iOS supervised devices, this deployment requires no action whatsoever by the user. For other devices, a one-touch solution
is available. Just like that, Wandera is seamlessly deployed and available to the entire mobile fleet.
Once deployed, Wandera and MobileIron continue to work together to maintain enterprise mobile security and data usage management.

Implementing the new integration
This integration is available on MobileIron Core and Connected Core services, and will be available with MobileIron Cloud by March 2018.
To find out more, get in contact with your Wandera or MobileIron account manager or request a demonstration at wandera.com/demo

Wandera’s pioneering web gateway for mobile provides organizations with Enterprise Mobile Security and Data Management.
The security solution encompasses Mobile Threat Defense and Content Filtering to prevent targeted mobile attacks, identify data leaks,
and filter access to risky or unapproved usage. Wandera also offers Expense Management and Policy Enforcement, helping businesses
reduce data usage, lower costs and improve productivity, delivering a measurable ROI.

